PPG MEETING MINUTES  12/6/2014

Present
M.R
A.M
G.K
B.K
J.H
A.D-M
B.D-M

APOLOGIES

A.H
A.T
J.N
J.R


Speaker was Katie Robinson whose company pairs up surgeries with researchers.  She explained what her company did, what types of studies are done etc.

Minutes from last meeting reviewed – read out by J.H

New GP starting 1st Wednesday in August. Dr Jaiyeola leaves practice at the end of June and we are getting locums in July and August.

Phlebotomy service – we were successful in winning tender.  We will employ phlebotomists and will to home visits.  This will start in November and there will be pre bookable appointments.  The drop in clinic which operates downstairs will still be available.  We will provide phlebotomy services in surgery to our patients and to other surgeries patients.  

E scripts – read out from minutes comments – Boots has taken over all Burrows & Close shops.

It was asked if prescriptions get altered without talking to patients – possibly – sometimes drugs need reviewing so go into “past drugs”.  Some drugs are generic so patients will get what is available, there are different brands and alternatives may be given.  Also hospital letters advise changes.

Graham Allen – still no response. Linda went over last years letters etc.  Graham Allen now wants to meet with the partners but has declined a joint meeting.  There is a practice closing at Bestwood Park.  Initially he wouldn’t meet the group and is proposing a meeting in September.

Forming constitution – not looked into as yet.

Self funding TV – newly installed in waiting room cost £4,500.

Dr Khan doing joint injections … no further discussion.

Appointments – doctor first – starting 30 June.  No more waiting at 8am – leave a message with reception, doctor will phone back.  The doctor will speak to the patient and then decide the appropriate action ie come in to see GP, see nurse, issue prescription.  Nursing appointments remain the same and are bookable.  Patients will get a call back whatever time they call, the GP will prioritise calls, average time of call back will be 30 minutes but this cannot be guaranteed.

Debbie explained what happens when a patient phones to see the GP.  Parkside and Dr Tangri are doing the same.  A GP in Leicester has been using this system for the past 10 years.  You can still book a telephone consultant via the internet and can send a message via patient access.  CCG are using us as a pilot.

Registering with GP out of area – starting in October or November, not really practical for home visits.

Still do health checks.  Cardiovascular health checks for >40s.

AAA screening – men – more susceptible. Linda will find out about this.

First Tuesday of the month there is a drop in clinic (except for travel vaccs) minor illnesses – all day session.

New nurse practitioner starting in July – Becky.

Next meeting is 11 September 2014 at 2pm 

